
 

Rajasthan Foundation Launches Helpline Numbers For 

Turkey & Syria Earthquakes’ Disaster  

Rajasthan Foundation is anguished because of the loss of lives due to the 

massive earthquakes in Turkey and Syria. As the Indian NDRF team is 

already reaching these places, RF has also launched helpline numbers to 

assist all the Non-Resident Rajasthanis (NRRs).  

They can reach us at our Helpline Numbers: 0141-2229111, 011-

23070807 and +91 83060 09838 

RF is always the at forefront to help each Rajasthani and we have 

launched these helpline numbers to ensure that no NRR goes unattended 

during this crisis. Much to our satisfaction our NRR Mitras have also 

extended their complete support during this critical period and are 

working to help the affected families. RF will continuously coordinate 

with the NRR Mitras to provide assistance to those impacted by this 

disaster. 

Rajasthan Foundation Commissioner Shri Dhiraj Srivastava said 

that “Our Honourable Chief Minister Shri Ashok Gehlot has always 

been sensitive to the needs of our Pravasi community and especially 

during crisis situations; the government takes all the necessary measures 

to make sure that affected Rajasthanis are helped.” 

The purpose of launching these helpline numbers is to provide required 

relief and support to our NRRs. We are attempting to live up to the 

expectations of all our Pravasis and our network of NRR Mitras have also 

shown their commitment to provide support to the Rajasthani community 

who need help in Turkey and Syria.” 



We are working to ensure that all affected individuals get the much-

needed assistance as soon as possible and the state government is 

committed to providing the necessary support. 

The Rajasthan government has always been sensitive to the needs of our 

people and willing to help as well as assure safety and security as was 

done for the evacuation during Ukraine conflict. 


